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The Climate Crisis and PSB
Is climate change a concern for schools?

Roger Grande
BHS Social Studies
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Graduate Green petition: where it began

To: Brookline School Committee and school leaders

From: BHS Climate and Food Justice club

We can no more afford to ignore the climate emergency now than we could last month, or last year. It is here, now, 

and its impacts will only worsen the longer we go without taking collective action.  As the Covid-19 pandemic reminds 

us, we ignore scientific expertise and the rising toll of a crisis at our own peril. Human driven climate change 

increasingly threatens our physical and mental health, our food system, our democracy, the status of immigrants in 

our community, our confidence in science and truth, and the gains we have made towards racial and gender justice...  
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BHS Student Sustainability Survey, March 2022
Background & Approach

BACKGROUND
The data presented in this deck is sourced from the 
Winter 2022 BHS Student Sustainability Survey. This 
study was undertaken to support sustainability 
efforts and climate change initiatives at BHS.

The survey explored a number of areas including:
● Students’ global warming acumen and attitudes
● Global warming’s impact on their lives both in 

and out of school
● Their political views and demographic 

information

APPROACH
Data were collected via a 21-question online survey, 
which ran from March 4 to March 9.

A total of 512 BHS students participated in the study 
and all grades were represented as detailed in the 
table below.

Sample size

9th | Freshman 95

10th | Sophomore 124

11th | Junior 197

12th | Senior 98
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Who we spoke to
The majority of survey participants are cisgendered and white, though 1-in-4 are AAPI and 1-in-5 identify as multi-racial.

DEMOGRAPHICS

Pronouns

He / him / his

48%

She / her / hers

47%

They  / them / theirs / other

5%

Race

Based: All respondents (n=512)  •  Q17. Which pronouns do you use?  Q18. How do you identify yourself?

65%

25%

12%

10%

11%

Asian / Asian American / Pacific Islander

Latino / Latinx / Hispanic

White

Black / African American

Other

21%

Multi-racial
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Nearly all BHS students are confident global warming is 
happening and 8-in-10 believe humans are responsible

Based: All respondents (n=512)  •  Q1. Global warming is the idea that the average temperature of the earth, on land and in water, has been rising and will continue to rise.  Do you think that global warming is happening?  Q2. Do you think global warming is caused by human activities 
and choices?

CLIMATE CHANGE KNOWLEDGE

90%8%

⯀ Yes, and I’m somewhat sure ⯀ Yes, and I’m very sure

Do you think global warming is happening?

Do you think global warming is caused by 
human activities and choices?

81%

18%

Yes, definitely

Yes, somewhat
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They also believe climate change’s impact is global

Based: All respondents (n=512)  •  Q3. Climate change is the idea that the average temperature of the earth, on land, and in water, has been and will continue to rise, and will impact life on earth (human, plant, animal) and earth’s natural systems.  How much do you think climate 
change will harm you personally?  Q4. When do you think climate change will start to harm people in the United States, if at all?  Q5. When do you think climate change will start to harm people in parts of the world beyond the United States, if at all?

PERCEIVED CLIMATE CHANGE IMPACT

⯀ I don’t know

⯀ A great deal

⯀ A moderate amount

⯀ Only a little

⯀ Not at all

How much do you think climate change 
will harm you personally?

When do you think climate change will start 
to harm people…?

46%

29%

20%

A great deal /
A moderate amount

75%

74%

12%

61%
15%

They are being harmed now

In 10 years

3-in-4 anticipate climate change will cause them at least moderate personal harm. 3-in-4 also believe Americans are already 
being harmed by climate change’s impacts, or will be within 10 years. Even more (nearly 9-in-10) believe that’s the case for 
people outside the US.
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Nearly all BHS students are not confident global 
warming will be stopped

6% 67% 26% .8% .8%

Humans can 
reduce global 
warming, and 

we’re going to do 
so successfully

Humans could reduce 
global warming, but it's 

unclear at this point 
whether we will

Humans could reduce 
global warming, but people 

are not willing to change 
their behavior so we're not 

going to

Humans can't
reduce global
warming, even

if it is
happening

Global
warming

Isn't
happening

Based: All respondents (n=512)  •  Q8. Which of the following statements comes closest to your view?

VIEWS ON CLIMATE CHANGE
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40% 36%

23%

No classes 1 class 2+ classes

Demand for climate change education exceeds offerings

Based: All respondents (n=512)  •  Q13. Since you began as a student at BHS, in how many classes have you already learned about climate change at BHS?

EXPERIENCE WITH + OPINIONS TOWARD CLIMATE CHANGE EDUCATION

Since you began as a student at BHS, in how many classes 
have you already learned about climate change at BHS?

Should BHS require that students learn…?

53% 19% 28%

69% 10% 22%

⯀ Yes ⯀ No ⯀ Don’t know

…about climate change in all four years of high school

…skills that prepare them to address & work against climate change & its impacts?

Just under a quarter of BHS students report learning about climate change in 2 or more classes, while twice as many would like 
BHS to require students take climate change classes all four years.
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Nearly 9-in-10 BHS students have thought about climate 
change and for 1-in-5, it’s on their minds “most days”...

Based: All respondents (n=512)  •  Q10. In the past month, how much had you thought about global warming (before starting this survey)?

CLIMATE CHANGE’S PRIMACY

In the past month, have you thought about climate change?

5%17%63%14%

86%  Yes, at least sometimes

⯀ No, never ⯀ Yes, sometimes ⯀ Yes, on most days ⯀ Yes, every day
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1%

64%

8%

…and it’s taking a toll

Based: All respondents (n=512)  •  Q11. In the past month, have you had thoughts or feelings about climate change that negatively impact your mental health or emotional well being, or cause you anxiety or depression?  Q12. In the past month, have you had thoughts or feelings 
about climate change that interfere with your ability to function normally in school?

CLIMATE CHANGE’S IMPACT ON MENTAL HEALTH & WELL BEING

⬤ Yes, sometimes

⬤ Yes, frequently

⬤ No, never

33%

64%

36% yes
3%

In the past month, have you had thoughts or feelings about 
climate change that negatively impact your mental health or 

emotional well being, or cause you anxiety or depression?

In the past month, have you had thoughts or feelings about 
climate change that interfere with your ability to function 

normally in school?

9% yes

Over 1-in-3 BHS students say climate change negatively impacts their mental health at least sometimes and 1-in-10 report it 
inhibits their ability to performance normally in school.
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Climate change and mental health
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Graduate Green AUTHENTIC 
EDUCATION
REAL WORLD ENGAGEMENT

EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES THAT CLIMATE CHANGE 
PRESENTS: CULTIVATING SKILLS AND RESILIENCE  

OUTDOOR EDUCATION
CULTIVATE STEWARDSHIP, 
ENHANCE  S.E.L. 

EMPOWERMENT AND 
LEADERSHIP
BUILD A COMMON MISSION

EQUITY / INCLUSION
CLIMATE JUSTICE=RACIAL 
JUSTICE

INTERDISCIPLINARY 
DESIGN
AUTHENTIC CHALLENGES

PROJECT-BASED 
LEARNING
COLLABORATE TO  SURVIVE
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Graduate Green: an opportunity for PSB

“It’s a magnificent thing to be alive in a moment that 
matters as much as this one.”

—Katherine Wilkinson, Project Drawdown



Ayana Johnson
Marine biologist, policy expert, podcast host
June 3, 2020
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Graduate Green petition: where it began

To: Brookline School Committee and school leaders

From: BHS Climate and Food Justice club

…We demand that our school leaders:

➢ Recognize that the core mission of schools is to prepare young people to thrive, as adults, 

intellectually, emotionally and financially, and that climate change threatens the prospects of young 

people to achieve those aims;

➢ Address the demands of students to better understand climate change, cultivate skills to be resilient for a climate-disrupted 

future, and integrate climate justice with our school system’s work to address race and gender equity;

➢ Declare that climate change is an emergency, and that our School Committee and School Leadership shall take meaningful 

action by December 31, 2021 to embark upon a system-wide plan for making climate sustainability a core value and practice 

of our school system at all grade levels.  That plan must form a committee that includes educators, students and many other 

stakeholders and who are charged with preparing a comprehensive set of recommendations and steps forward, including but 

not limited to curriculum revision, by September 15,  2022.

We want all students and PSB staff, every year, to encounter curriculum and authentic school-wide practices that foster a common

purpose so that each student shall ‘graduate green.’  Our future depends on this.
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Draft proposal for core PSB value

Graduate Green: We aim to strengthen our sustainability practices and curriculum, 

and to engage students, staff and families towards that end. All students will 

engage in a K-12 learning sequence that includes yearly outdoor experiences to 

understand how human activity and decisions impact our natural systems, cause 

climate change and exacerbate inequity.  Student learning will cultivate skills to 

resolve social, political and personal impacts of climate change and examine the 

inequities and opportunities for justice in a rapidly transforming world. The Public 

Schools of Brookline will support opportunities for civic engagement and student 

leadership within our schools to address climate change and its intersection with 

race, gender, geography, nutrition, economy and wellbeing.
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Next steps
1. Adopt a new core value:  Graduate Green

2. Advisory committee to review K-12 curriculum:  What do we do already?  Where are 
the opportunities?  What benchmark skills and experiences should students have?

3. Identify key points for climate justice and environmental education (interdisciplinary, 
project-based, etc.)

4. Support summer, other, professional development, to develop grade-level, project-
based curriculum.

5. Support garden coordinators.  Build the BHS garden! [key beneficiaries]

6. Enact universal composting [gateway habit to stewardship; reinforce mission]

7. Support Farm to School

8. Ask job candidates about their vision for climate justice / sustainability


